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Versatile and stylish documents with

JRReporter

When creating documents, quality, design and flexibility
are important. JRReporter does not set you any limits, but
supports you in creating a wide range of documents directly
from JobRouter.
By supporting all common document formats and numerous
image formats, JRReporter offers the flexibility expected in
modern companies. The integration of numerous diagrams
and images, the generation of barcodes as well as access to
almost any data source will give your documents a professional touch. In addition, there are precise positioning, rule-based formatting, calculations and other useful functions.
Additional PDF functions support you in handling existing
documents.
Due to the close integration into JobRouter, documents generated in the process can be used immediately as attachments.
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Essential features
••
••
••
••
••
••

Modern reporting engine for flexible document generation
Professional document template designer with preview function
Live generation of documents in JobRouter dialogs
System activity for easy integration into operations
Return of generated documents to the current incident
Usable with JobRouter Entry, does not count towards its restrictions

Flexible data usage

Schematic functionality of the JRReporter
Available
documenttypes

PDF, Word, Excel, Powerpoint, RichText, Image (JPG, PNG, GIF, BMP, TIFF)

Visual data elements

Tables (table, cross table, list), diagrams (Variations of bars, columns, areas,
lines, cakes, scatter and radar), maps (landscapes, chloropleth), barcodes
(codabar, code 11, code 25 standard), Code25 Interleaved, Code39, Code39
Extended, Code93, Code 93 Extended, Code128, CodeMSi, CodeMSi, EAN8,
EAN13, EAN128, Postnet, UPCA, UPCE, QRCode, PDF417 u.a.), Graphics,
Forms, Checkboxes, Text, HTML-Text

Positioning

Free positioning of all elements (accuracy 10 microns)

Formatting

Each element can be formatted in detail. Rule-based formatting (similar to
Excel) is possible.

Formulas and
computations

Comprehensive set of formulas included, additionally user-defined functions
can be created.

Data sources

Any data source can be connected (MSSQL, ORACLE, mySQL, ODBC etc.)

Additional
PDF features

Merging (merging of any individual documents), application of watermarks
(graphics, text)

The data used in the document templates is selected
in the Report Designer. This gives you a preview function with real data. Another advantage is that you can
connect to almost any external data source without
having to keep all the data necessary for the process
flow in JobRouter. The data is formatted according to
your specifications when the document is generated.
For example, additional data for diagrams can be integrated and allows professionally designed documents.

By the way...
JRReporter also works without JobRouter. Whether in
combination with DocuWare or any other application,
the template definition is done as usual with the report
designer. You then use the template you created by
writing a corresponding request to the database table
of JRReporter using SQL. A detailed description of how
to use JRReporter without JobRouter can be found in
the manual.
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